During the early morning hours of April 15, 2011, a group of local women, armed with machetes, sticks, and rocks, attacked a pair of illegal loggers—armed with AK-47s—as they drove through Cherán, Michoacán. The loggers, backed by a leading drug cartel and even the town’s mayor, had terrorized the community’s ecological and social environment for years. As an indigenous P’urhépecha community, cheranenses—those from Cherán—for centuries had depended immensely on their rich forest economy for subsistence, and the women who stood in defense of their community had seen enough of their neighbors perish at the hands of the cartels or immigrate to the United States. Funding the uprising in Cherán were indigenous cheranenses who lived abroad, in places like Durham, North Carolina. Though separated by more than 2,000 miles away, cheranenses on both sides of the border drew from their ancestral knowledge and communal ways of knowing to defend their land and preserve their culture. This talk explores how cheranenses have fashioned indigeneity in the diaspora by linking the uprising in Cherán to the representation of a saint day festival in North Carolina. In this paper, I argue that the uprising in Cherán must be considered a transborder movement that, while occurring at a particular moment in April 2011, had historical roots to land and political struggles that had occurred throughout the twentieth century. By examining these things in relation to each other, I consider how we think of a politics of indigeneity—which scholars have understood as place-based—when it moves.
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